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PRIVATE LAW AND PRIVATE LAW THEORY IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY (PART II)
ON LAW AND SUGAR: HOW PRIVATE LAW FACILITATES THE GLOBAL LAND GRAB (AND MUCH MORE
BESIDES…)

Song-Mao (Villagers of the Chikhor, Chhouk and Trapaing villages in the Cambodian province of Koh Kong) v. Tate & Lyle
The GUARDIAN: 10 December 2014 « European Union agrees to investigate Cambodian sugar industry : Booming industry faces allegations
of human rights abuses such as land grabs, forced displacement and child labour »

The European Union has agreed to investigate forced displacement claims in relation to Cambodia’s troubled sugar industry. The move could
see thousands of villagers compensated for illegally confiscated land and loss of earnings.
The Clean Sugar Campaign – which has been calling on the EU to investigate its trade ties with Cambodia’s sugar industry since 2011 – called
the development “a pivotal step towards justice for thousands of Cambodian people who have suffered enormously at the hands of the sugar
industry”.
The joint EU-Cambodia scheme has already been approved by the Cambodian government and is intended to “ensure redress” and restore
“pre-project living standards and income levels” for those affected, campaigners said.
The EU confirmed the scheme in a statement seen by the Phnom Penh Post, in which it said the aim was to “fund technical expertise to
develop a mechanism to audit claims in relation to sugarcane plantations in Cambodia, and ensure the implementation of any remedial
measures that are found necessary”.
Cambodia’s booming sugarcane industry – which benefits from a preferential EU trade scheme called the Everything But Arms treaty – is rife
with allegations of human rights abuses, among them illegal land grabs, forced displacement and child labour. Human rights groups claim that at
least two villages in three provinces were entirely destroyed and thousands of hectares of rice plantations and orchards confiscated to make way
for sugar plantations, leaving up to 2,500 families without homes, land or food.
A Guardian report last year into the Thai-owned KSL plantation – which exported sugar to the EU for the sugar multinational Tate & Lyle –
investigated allegations of child labour and other abuses. Villagers also described being subjected to physical violence, having their homes and
property destroyed, their land confiscated without their consent; they also claimed one person had been killed while land was being forcibly
cleared.
Some 200 Cambodian families are currently involved in a lawsuit against Tate & Lyle, claiming the company knew, or should have known, of
the allegations against KSL, and allege the sugar company should compensate them for the value of the sugar grown on the land they say still
belongs to them.
Following the Guardian investigation into alleged abuses, the drinks corporations Coca-Cola and Pepsico agreed to a “zero-tolerance policy”
regarding land grabbing in their supply chain, while the ethical sugar coalition Bonsucrosuspended Tate & Lyle for failing to respond to
allegations of abuse related to KSL dealings. The sugar company later resigned from Bonsucro in June this year.
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EXCERPTS FROM TOMASO FERRANDO’s DISSERTATION Land and Territory in Global Production: A Critical
Legal Chain Analysis (2015)
On March 28, 2013, two hundred villagers and former residents of the Chikhor, Chhouk and Trapaing villages in the
Cambodian province of Koh Kong filed a tort case against Tate & Lyle plc and Tate & Lyle Sugars before the UK High Court.
The central claim is the commission of the tort of conversion by the two UK-based defendants: the plaintiffs claim that the
defendants acted inconsistently with their rights over the sugar cane produced on the 1,364 ha of land that was an object of
enclosure and eviction. In particular, the claimants are affirming that in the moment where T&L and TLS acquired and took
possession of raw sugar originating from land legally belonging or in possession of the three villages they “wrongfully deprived
the Villagers of the ownership, use and possession of the Sugar Cane processed into the Raw Sugar and converted the same to
its own use.”
The claim, which is still pending before the Court, is thus structured around the tort of conversion, which is generally
defined as the commission of an act of ‘wrongful interference’ or ‘wrongful interference with goods’ whereby a person without
authority does any act which interferes with the title of the owner. The basic elements of conversion, a tort which is not as
common as negligence and has mainly been used in cases concerning the transnational theft of antiquities, are: (1) the
defendant's conduct was inconsistent with the rights of the owner or other person entitled to possession of the goods; (2) the
conduct was deliberate rather than accidental; and (3) the conduct produced damages. According to the Torts (Interference
with Goods) Act 1977, delivery and damages are the two mechanisms to obtain relief. Whenever a defendant manifests “an
assertion of rights or dominion over the goods which is inconsistent with the rights of the plaintiff,” she converts the goods to his
own use.
Therefore, the three elements that have to be identified in order to prove the tort of conversion are a) the existence of
a title (property of possession) over a good that can be the object of conversion, b) the commission of an intentional act that
denies another person’s right over a chattel or is inconsistent with it, and c) the sufferance of damages. In Song Mao, the parties
present and discuss all these elements and provide different reconstructions of the facts and conflicting interpretations of
Cambodian law. In the next paragraphs I analyze each of these three elements and offer a brief analysis of the arguments
advanced by the parties.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

VII.iii. Conversion as illegal deprivation of ownership or possession

In the particulars of the claim, the villagers affirm that they have been “the owners and/or legally entitled to possession
of 1,364 hectares of land” located within the villages of Chikhor, Chhouk and Trapaing. To support their statement, they
produce maps that identify the areas over which they have such titles. Being the owners of the land, they claim, the 2001 Land
Law of Cambodia recognizes that they are “entitled to receive all types of fruits from such property, including natural fruits and
civil fruits by way of accession.” Therefore, as owners of the land they have always been entitled to the possession of the sugar
cane produced on the land that they own. The fact that they were illegally evicted from their land and that Koh Kong
Companies “held and dealt with both the Land and the Sugar Cane” did not break the link between the title to the land and
the title to the sugar. Therefore, the sugar that Koh Kong Companies sold without the authority or the consent of the villagers
and that Tate & Lyle and TLS subsequently took possession of, was the villagers’ sugar.
9

10

11

1

Conversion has been the primary vehicle for tortious protection against interferences with goods. See Richard. H. Helmholz, Property
and the Law of Finders, 31 Legal Studies (2011) 511–515 . The fact that the two defendants are UK-based should reduce the opportunity
to effectively rises the objection of forum non conveniens. As discussed above, Brussels II Article 4 states that: “Subject to the
provisions of this Convention, persons domiciled in a Contracting State shall, whatever their nationality, be sued in the courts of that
State. Persons who are not nationals of the State in which they are domiciled shall be governed by the rules of jurisdiction applicable to
nationals of that State.” See also Ch. I.I of this dissertation.
2 Song Mao PoC.
3 Torts (Interference with Goods) Act 1977.
4 See generally Patty Gerstenblith, Schultz and Barakat, ‘Universal Recognition of National Ownership of Antiquities’, 14 Art Antiquity &
L. 21 (2009) (making reference to the recent case that Iran brought in “the United Kingdom against the London-based Barakat Gallery
regarding the its alleged conversion of carved jars, bowls, and cups which were made from chlorite and date back to the period from
3,000 BC to 2,000 BC. Iran asserted its ownership of these antiquities held by the Barakat Galleries, and contended that its immediate
right to their possession properly founded a claim for conversion or wrongful interference with goods. The court held that under Iran’s
Legal Bill of 1979, Iran enjoyed both title and an immediate right to possession of the antiquities. Thus, Iran’s interest in the antiquities
could found a cause of action in conversion under English law. The court also held that the issue of Iran’s title to the antiquities was
justiciable in an English court because the relevant provisions of the 1979 Legal Bill were neither penal nor public” (internal references
omitted); see Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran v. The Barakat Galleries Ltd, [2009] QB 22, para. 4. See also Attorney-General
of New Zealand v. Ortiz [1984] AC 1.)
5 See Drukker Solicitors, Defined Legal Terms & Phrases / Torts / Interference with Goods, available from
http://www.drukker.co.uk/publications/reference/tort-of-conversion/#.VRK_XtJwtcQ [last accessed March 25, 2015].
6 More specifically, the Torts (Interference with Goods) Act 1977 provides that in proceedings for wrongful interference against a person
who is in possession or in control of the goods relief may be given in accordance with section 3: a) an order for delivery of the goods,
and for payment of any consequential damages, or b) an order for delivery of the goods, but giving the defendant the alternative of
paying damages by reference to the value of the goods, together in either alternative with payment of any consequential damages, or c)
damages.
7 Kuwait Airways Corporation v Iraqi Airways Co (Nos 5 and 5) [2002] 2 AC 883, 1104.
8
The 1977 Act provides that unless the context otherwise requires, 'goods' includes all goods personal other than things in action and
money (s14(1)).
9 Song Mao, PoC, para 1.
10 Article 95, Land Law 2001, Phnom Penh, available from http://www.cambodiainvestment.gov.kh/land-law_010430.html [last accessed
March 25, 2015].
11 Song Mao, PoC, para 21.
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Opposing the claimants’ assertion of right over the land and the sugar acquired by the defendants, T&L and TLS
advance several arguments which trigger important questions about the interaction between global value chains, domestic legal
structures, and courts’ interpretation of legal institutions; furthermore, it triggers the way in which their multiple combinations
can lead to very different allocations of value. In particular, the defendants advance five arguments that use the geographical
distance of the value chain and the multiple moments of value addition to interpose a legal distance between the Cambodian
villagers and the sugar delivered to the London refinery. These arguments are: i.a.a) the lack of clear titles over the land; i.a.b)
the non-adjudicability of the claim because of the ‘Act of State’ doctrine’; i.a.c) the loss of a title over the fruits of the land; i.a.d)
the fact that the transformation of sugar cane into processed sugar is an irreversible act of specification that transferred
ownership to the owner of the mill (KSI); i.a.e) the impossibility to determine whether sugar originating from the KSI plantation
was effectively delivered to the Thames refinery.

VII.iv. Conversion as lack of unequivocal ownership or possession over the land

First of all, T&L and TLS challenge the claimants’ titles over the 1,364 hectares of land, which are at the center of the
controversy. They do so by making reference to the Cambodian land law and, more interestingly, underlining the 2012 decision
of the First Instance Court of the Koh Kong Provincial Court that decided to transfer the complaint to the Cadastral
Commission because many of the letters and documents which had been submitted by the villagers and not been properly
revised by that body. If the UK Court decided to give relevance to this element, the civil action started in 2007 to obtain the
cancellation of the Concession could thus become a ‘legal boomerang’ and generate totally unexpected consequences outside of
its original jurisdictional frame.
12

VII.v. A chain of defenses: concessions as an Act of State

Secondly, the defendants claim that the two Economic Land Concessions (ELCs) issued in 2006 by the Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries and the subsequent agreements to make business production are not illegal. More precisely, the
“Defendants assert that, at the time the Land Concessions were granted to KPT and KSI, the areas […] were the private
property of the Government” and therefore it could legally dispose of them in favor of private investors. In any case, the
defendants conclude, “the grant of the Land Concessions was a governmental act by the Government of a recognized foreign
state within the limits of its own territory [and therefore] the English Court cannot adjudicate upon, or call into question, the
grant of the Land Concessions.”
The latter point seems particularly interesting in light of what has been said in Chapter II about extraterritoriality and
the tactical use of sovereignty. Trying to decipher the position of the defendants and foresee possible development of their
argument, it may be affirmed that they are appealing to the ‘Act of State’ doctrine and to the fact that UK domestic courts
cannot adjudicate whether the concession was contrary to principles of ‘justice and morality. Without entering into the historic
origin of a doctrine, which has been almost universally regarded as one of uncertain content and application, I would like to
focus the reader’s attention to a case adjudicated by the UK Court of Appeal in 1921. The case, which is considered to be one
of the milestones in the definition of the ‘Act of State’ doctrine has several points in common with the ongoing case of ‘blood
sugar’ and could provide some important clues to anticipate the High Court’s position on the specific point raised by T&L and
TLS.
In the case, Luther v Sagor, the Court investigated a case of a sale realized in the UK of goods that had been
previously expropriated by a foreign country through a decree. The Court concluded that “[t]he Courts of this country will not
13

14

15

16

17

18

12 Song Mao, Defence, para 10.3.
13 Ibid, para 8.2.
14 Ibid., parta. 8.51, 8.5.2.
15 See Luther v Sagor (‘Luther’) where the UK Court considered, and upheld as valid, a Soviet expropriatory decree. Here, Scrutton J held
that it would have been “a serious breach of international comity’ if the Court was to adjudicate upon whether the decree was contrary to
principles of ‘justice and morality.” Luther v Sagor, [1921] 3 KB 558-9. As pointed out by Lipstein: “The question before the Courts in
Luther v. Sagor was a question of private international law, or it was a question whether executive acts of foreign Governments in their
own country and abroad are entitled to the respect of English Courts.” Kurt Lipstein , ‘Recognition of Governments and the Application
of Foreign Laws’, Transactions of the Grotius Society 35 (1949), 157-188.
16 According to the general historical reconstructions, the UK ‘Act of State’ doctrine originated in the 1848 case of Duke of Brunswick v.
King of Hanover (2 H.L. Cas. 1), was constructed throughout the colonial times and systematized in Lord Esher’s dissenting opinion in
the 1892 Moçambique case, one of the milestones of UK private international law. See Companhia de Moçambique v British South
Africa Co, [1892] 2 QB 358 (‘Moçambique’) In that specific circumstance, Lord Esher affirmed that a UK court could not exercise
jurisdiction “with regard to acts done outside its territory […] to determine the resulting rights growing out of those acts, unless such
jurisdiction has been allowed to it by the comity of nations.” Lord Esher’s opinion was subsequently upheld by the House of Lords in
1983. In its judgment, the Court confirmed that borders mattered and that domestic courts had no jurisdiction on extraterritorial events
concerning titles over foreign land, possession and damages of trespass, even when one of the parties was a UK citizen. See British
South Africa Co v Companhia de Mocambique [1893] AC 602. One year later, Lord Esher issued his opinion in Mighell v. The Sultan of
Johore ([1894] 1 Q. B. 149) were he concluded that the validity of the acts of an independent sovereign government in relation to
property and persons within its jurisdiction cannot be questioned in the Courts of this country because “Every sovereign state is bound to
respect the independence of every other sovereign state, and the Courts of one country will not sit in judgment on the acts of the
Government of another done within its own territory.” (Ibid, 158). In the US, the judicial term of reference is represented by the case
Underhill v. Hernande of 1887 (168 US 250, 252 (1887)). See also In re the Claim of Helbert Wagg & Co Ltd [1956] 1 Ch 323.
17 See Matthew Alderton, ‘The Act of State Doctrine: From Underhill to Habib’, 12 Melbourne Journal of International Law (2011),
making reference to Michael Bazyler, ‘Abolishing the Act of State Doctrine’, 134 University of Pennsylvania Law Review (1986) 325;
Fritz A Mann, Foreign Affairs in English Courts (Clarendon Press, 1986); Richard Garnett, ‘Foreign States in Australian Courts’ (2005)
29 Melbourne University Law Review 704. Contra Andrew D Patterson, ‘The Act of State Doctrine Is Alive and Well: Why Critics of the
Doctrine Are Wrong’,15 UC Davis Journal of International Law & Policy (2008) 111.
18 The Soviet Republic issued a government decree of June 20, 1918, nationalizing all wood factories and their property, followed by a
taking possession of the goods by the Government under that decree in January, 1919. Ibid.
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inquire into the validity of the acts of a foreign government which has been recognized by the Government of this country.” In
particular, the Court concluded that the decision to adjudicate whether an expropriatory decree issued by the Soviet Republic
was contrary to principles of ‘justice and morality’ would have been ‘a serious breach of international comity’. As a
consequence, the Court refused the plaintiff’s request to declare the invalidity of the sale and purchase contract through which
the representative of the Russian Commercial Delegation in London (who was the beneficiary of the expropriation) sold to a
London based company (the defendant) part of the goods that had been expropriated from the plaintiff (a US-based
company).
As in the case of the Song Mao case, the plaintiff in Luther was the victim of the governmental act and it was
demanding the court to recognize that the seller had obtained the possession of the goods by means of an illegal act and
therefore was responsible of the tort of conversion. However, the same case that seems to confirm Tate & Lyle’s claim that a
British domestic Court cannot adjudicate upon or call into question the grant of the Land Concession in Cambodia, provides
one crucial element that points in the opposite direction; it raises interesting questions that are addressed when discussing the
case of the 2008 EU timber regulation. Although the Court recognized that jurisdiction is excluded in those cases where the
good has been obtained in a lawful manner according to the laws of that country, it also affirmed that UK judges could call into
question those acts that are inconsistent with the foreign country’s domestic law. The fact that a UK Court cannot apply its own
law to define the illegality of the act of a foreign State does not imply that it cannot utilize the lex rei sitae to scrutinize it and
eventually recognize its contrariety to the legal order where it has been adopted.
In the aftermath of Luther, the rigid interpretation of the Act of State doctrine has been progressively reduced, maybe
because of the several large expropriations cases that were brought to court by plaintiffs looking for a judicial remedy against
events involving foreign governments. For example, UK courts have increasingly refused to consider an act of state merely
because that government says it is: “the terminology, and consequently the ensuing deference, are reserved for governmental
acts of a particular character, undertaken for particular kinds of reasons.” Today it is generally accepted that courts in the UK
would refuse to enforce a legislative or executive act of a foreign government that is contrary to the lex rei sitae. In
Oppenheimer v. Cattermole, a 1976 case, the House of Lords declared in obiter dicta that Courts should not recognize
legislation that constitutes a grave infringement of human rights. At the same time, Courts would not enforce an act that is
contrary to the public policy of the UK, including legislative and executive acts of foreign governments executed within their
territory that are clearly in breach of public international law.
The decision of the Court in Song Mao v T&L, which will certainly represent a crucial moment for the future of
transnational human rights litigation and the possibility to structure a multiterritorial strategy against the collusive behaviors of
states and capital, could thus be less favorable to the buyers than the defendants expect. In particular, the Court could recognize
the fact that the two concessions are in violation of the Cambodian law (without the need to review it judicially) and/or to the
framework of international law applicable to Cambodia. Then it could determine whether or not the appropriation of the land
and its products deprived the villagers of their rights. If the concession is not declared illegal, there will be no unlawful act of
conversion because there will be no inconsistency between the conduct of the refining companies and the (no more existing)
right of the villagers.
19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

19 [1921] 3 KB.
20 Ibid, 558-9.
21 Ibid, 533-534 (“On August 14, 1920, a contract was made in London between L. B. Krassin, the representative of the Russian
Commercial Delegation in London, and the defendants whereby Krassin on behalf of the Russian Commercial Delegation sold to the
defendants, a firm carrying on business in London, a quantity of birch, alder, and aspen plywood including the 1500 cubic metres of
plywood seized by the Commissaries as above stated. The contract was signed on behalf of the Russian Commercial Delegation by
“Commissary to Foreign Trade, Krassin; Secretary, Klishko.” It was under the seal of the Agents of the Soviets of the People’s
Commissaries. The plaintiffs claimed a declaration that these goods were their property; an injunction restraining the defendants their
servants and agents from selling, pledging, or in any way dealing with them; and damages for conversion and detention of them.”).
22 See Luther v Sagor, at 534 (“The plaintiffs claimed a declaration that these goods were their property; an injunction restraining the
defendants their servants and agents from selling, pledging, or in any way dealing with them; and damages for conversion and detention
of them.”).
23 Ibid, 545.
24 See Michael Singer, ‘The Act of State Doctrine of the United Kingdom: An Analysis, with Comparisons to United States Practice’, 75
The American Journal of International Law 2 (1981), 283-323.
25 Ibid,291.
26 Oppenheimer v. Cattermole [1976] AC 249 per Lord Salmon at 282
27 See Alderton, supra n 752, 11-12. On this last point, the decision in Kuwait Airways is regarded as being of particular importance.
Kuwait Airways [2002] 2 AC 883. The international law exception to the Act of State doctrine is one of the few exceptions to the Act of
State doctrine in the US context. Although not clearly defined, the exception would derive from Justice Harlan’s decision in the
Sabbatino case, where he stated that the doctrine does not apply if there is a “treaty or other unambiguous agreement regarding
controlling legal principles.” He also added that “the greater the degree of codification or consensus concerning a particular area of
international law, the more appropriate it is for the judiciary to render decisions regarding it, since the courts can then focus on the
application of an agreed principle to circumstances of fact rather than on the sensitive task of establishing a principle not inconsistent
with the national interest or international justice.” See Banco Nacional De Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 US 398 (US 1964). Interestingly,
Sabbatino concerned the expropriation of a sugar plantation in Cuba and the claim raised by the original owner of the plantation, Mr
Sabbatino, who argued that the Cuban expropriation was contrary to international law and that he had the right to the price paid by an
American commodity broker. Interestingly, the fact that the Court did not recognize its full authority over the content of a foreign act of
expropriation led Congress to enact legislation 22 USC. § 2370 – the Second Hickenlooper Amendment. This Amendment requires US
courts not to apply the Act of State doctrine when the circumstances of the case require “to make a determination on the merits giving
effect to the principles of international law” in cases involving claims to property expropriated by foreign States after 1958. See Frances
X. Hogan, 'The Hickenlooper Amendments: Peru's Seizure of International Petroleum Company As a Test Case', 11 B.C.L. Rev. 77
(1969).
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VII.vi. A chain of defenses (ii): dispossession by adding value through (someone else’s) labor

The third argument advanced by the defense of T&L and TLS offers a specific reconstruction of the way in which the
fruits (or value) produced by the land are allocated. According to article 94 of the 2001 Cambodian Land Law, cited by the
plaintiffs but whose application is denied by the defendants, “the owner of immovable property is entitled to receive all types of
fruits from such property." According to this disposition, the right over the land is automatically extended to its use value, i.e. to
the fruits and products that can be extracted from it without any specific labor.
Article 95 of the same Law, which is cited both by the plaintiffs and the defendants, specifically addresses the issue of
the allocation of the value produced by cultivating the land. It states that “the fruits resulting from cultivation of land belongs to
the owner of such land provided he pays third parties for the cost of plowing and harrowing works, labor done by them and
seeds.” Differently from the value that can be extracted without labor, the value that results from the intervention of labor does
not automatically belong to the owner of the capital. Rather, it will be his only after labor and seeds are repaid. Such provision,
which could be interpreted as a pro-labor measure (although it does not say anything about the amount of the retribution for the
value added by working the land) is twisted by the defendants in a way that may determine the complete deprivation of the
villagers’ rights to the fruits of their land.
According to the defense of T&L and TLS, the fact that the villagers “at any time made any payment to KPT and/or
KSI: for the cost of ploughing and harrowing, works carried out by them in cultivating sugar cane on the Land; for the cost of
labour undertaken by them (including the work undertaking in processing the sugar cane into raw sugar at the Sre Ambel Mill);
and/or for the cost of the seeds utilized in cultivating sugar cane on the Land” determine that even if the villagers were
recognized owners of the land, they would have no right to any of the sugar cane cultivated upon the Land. If the Court
confirmed this claim, the sugar that the defendants purchased and refined would have never belonged to the villagers but to the
land workers, i.e. to companies that cultivated the land and processed the sugar cane.
Several considerations could be advanced to challenge this defense, starting from the defendant’s attempt to present
their operations as ones that were “adding value labor.” Such position appears weak in light of the fact that these operations
were conducted in the interest and for the benefit of companies that were aware of the uncertainty surrounding the property
rights and of the evictions and violence that had occurred, and that the villagers never gave them mandate or indication to work
the 1364 hectares of land.
However, the two most interesting aspects of this claim are represented by the use of labor to separate the land
ownership from the right to its fruits and by the fact that the defendants have decided to challenge the villagers’ rights at any step
of the value chain. These two elements can only be briefly sketched.
Starting with the former, the only thing that should be noticed here is that the reading of the capital-labor relationship
adopted by the two multinational companies appears to propose the idea of workers’ full ownership of the products of their
labor, whenever they are not paid or properly compensated. If this position were accepted, we would assist the introduction of
an interesting sanction for labor exploitation consisting of the elimination of capital’s right over the product of labor. It would be
certainly interesting to see whether T&L and TLS would be ready to defend the same position in claims for the ownership of
the products advanced by workers who are not sufficiently paid or not paid at all.
Closely looking at the latter point, the defensive structure appears to be organized as a multi-level legal counterstrategy: it criticizes the allocation of value to the villagers at any step of the chain, from its inception (the right to the land) to the
moment where sugar arrives in London. In case the Court did not accept the objections advanced against the land ownership or
possession, the defendants would move to the following moments of value generation, i.e. to the production of value by means
of cultivation, industrial transformation, and shipping. All these defenses, and specifically the use of industrial specification and
subsequent global indeterminacy as a consequence of global transportation, are perfect examples of an anti-liability use of the
global value chain.
28

29

30

31

VII.vii. A chain of defenses (iii): industrialization and loss of rights

One of the most interesting objections raised by the defendants is their attempt to use the process of industrial
transformation to deny the villagers’ right to the raw sugar. According to their memo:
“if […] any of the Villagers were the owners of (or entitled to possession of) any of the sugar cane
which was processed by KSI: 1) the Defendants will contend that those Villagers ceased to be the owners of
that sugar cane (and/or ceased to be entitled to possession of that sugar cane) when the same was processed
into raw sugar […]; 2) it is denied that those Villagers were (or become) the owners of (or were entitled to
possession of) the raw sugar which resulted from that processing; in particular […] the Defendants will
contend: that the process referred above was not reversible; that once that process had taken place: 1) the
sugar cane was changed into a different species; the sugar cane no longer existed (and the title to the same
had been extinguished); 3) through specification KPT/KSI became the owner of the raw sugar.”
32

The argument advanced by T&L appears particularly relevant from a critical analysis point of view toward the relationship
between legal structures, global value chains and the distribution of value. Defendants try to use the ancient institution of
specification to affirm that industrial processes, and in particular the transformation of sugar cane into raw sugar in sugar mills,
created a legal distance between the land owners where the sugar cane was cultivated and the product that was eventually
delivered in London. The legal institution of specification, a form of property acquisition ab origine that dates back to Roman

28 Article 94, Land Law 2001.
29 Article 96, Land Law 2001.
30 The English translation of the Cambodian Land Law does not leave space for imagination about the patriarchal nature of the Cambodian
society.
31 Song Mao, Defence, para 15.1.
32 Song Mao, Defence, para 17.2 ss (internal references omitted).
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law and is regulated in several civil law countries, is combined with the systems of ownership and production in order to define
a particular allocation of value that is its concentration in the hands of capital (the owner of the mill where value is added by
mechanic intervention).
According to a general reconstruction of the institution of specification, it “comprehends the case of one who by his labor
and skill has created a new product out of another's article, as where marble is carved into a statue or cloth made into a dress.”
Differently from accession, adjunction or confusio, in the case of specificatio none of the original article is found, and nova
species are created that are irreducible to the original good. Interestingly, specification is frequently referred to as “accession by
skill or labor” and produces different legal consequences depending on the mens of the appropriator/worker.
In general terms, common law guarantees the creation of a new property title over the nova species in favor of the
specificator. However, that does not determine the absence of an obligation for the new owner to compensate/pay damages.
More specifically, the owner of the original material (the sugar cane) “may always recover damages against one taking his
property” including “against an innocent purchaser from a willful trespasser, or from a purchaser with knowledge of the
defective title. However, the owner can recover only the value at the time of trespass from an innocent purchaser of an innocent
trespasser.” The attempt of the defendants to utilize the labor and the value addition in order to separate the sugar cane from
its owner and deny the existence of a right to compensation and damages should thus be dismissed by the Court.
However, the position advanced by the defendants rises leads to two interesting considerations: a) if the Court accepted
the thesis that the extraction of raw sugar from the cane automatically determines the transfer of property from the farmers to
the specificator, i.e. KSI, that would imply the recognition that adding labor to the raw material produces an acquisition of
property by the labor provider. The labor theory of value would thus be implicitly recognized by a Court of law and it could
open unexpected scenarios in terms of legal and political recriminations of value throughout the chain (as in the case of the
point concerning the loss of rights over the fruits of the land because of the intervention of unpaid labor); b) Secondly, the
attempt of the plaintiffs to utilize a legal structure that is rooted in the Gaius tradition of Roman law reveals the legal complexity
of contemporary global value chains but also the fact that they are deeply rooted in law and traditional legal institution. If that is
the case, lawyers and courts can certainly have a strong role in defining their patterns and dynamics.
33
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VII.viii. A chain of defenses (iv): find your sugar… if you can

The last argument proposed by the defendants to deny the existence of the plaintiffs’ right over the sugar refined in
London (and therefore deny one of the legal basis of the tort of conversion) tries to use the complex structure of the global
supply chain to create ‘legal uncertainty’ and obtain a favorable judgment. On the one hand, the defendants recognize that T&L
signed a contract in 2007 whereby “KSI agreed to nominate between 51% and 100% of its production of sugar (from sugar cane
grown in Cambodia) to T&L from 2008 to 2014,” and that TLS on 3 August 2011 entered into a contract with KSI “whereby
KSI agreed to supply to TLS with 100% of its raw sugar production for the crop years 2011-2012 and 2012-2013.” On the
other hand, they do not admit that any of the raw sugar that was delivered to the Thames Refinery Factory in London had been
processed from sugar cane grown on the 1,364 hectares of land referred to in paragraph 1 of the Particulars of Claim.
Independently from the effectiveness of the defense and from the position that the Court will adopt, it is interesting to
notice the defendants’ attempt to attribute significant legal consequences to the circumstance that their supply chain is structured
on multiple sources of raw material and, in particular, on sugar cane that is produced on thousands of hectares of land.
Similarly to the case of Nestlè discussed in Chapter II (where the defendant claimed that it was not aware of the working
conditions in the cocoa plantations) or the case of conflict minerals’ that is discussed below (where the majority of the
companies filing the §1502 SEC report have stated that they claim that they could not link specific minerals to their goods),
leading firms like T&L try to reduce their responsibilities by entrenching behind obscurity and complexity. But, above all, they
downplay the amount of control that they have on each step of production and, more generally, on the supply chain.
Despite the general concerns for food safety, T&L’s claims that the company has the responsibility to ensure it is buying
the right goods and services for its business and "[t]he Procurement team at Tate & Lyle is evolving into a strategic sourcing
organization,” in the judicial confrontation against the Cambodian villagers the defendants adopt the attitude of disempowered
buyers who cannot assess the exact origin of the sugar processed in its refinery. In all these cases, the confidence and authority
revealed by claims like “[o]ur reputation is built on delivering consistently high quality ingredients to our customers” or “[a]ll of
us, whatever our roles, have a responsibility to do what we can to ensure that everything we produce is of the highest quality, and
meets our customers’ expectations” are transformed into uncertainty, insecurity and lack of information when it comes to
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33 For example, article 940 of the Italian civil code.
34 Earl C. Arnold, 'The Law of Accession of Personal Property', 22 Columbia Law Review 103–120 (1922),103 citing Lamlptot's Executors
v. Preston's Executors (Ky. 1829) 1 J. J. Marsh. 455, 463, where it is said: "Right by 'specification,' can only be acquired when, without
the accession of any other material, that of another person, which has been used by the operator innocently, has been converted by him
into something specifically different in the inherent and characteristic qualities which identify it."(italics added).
35 See Justinian, Institutes, 2.1.25; Stair, Institutions, 2.1.41; Erskine, Institute, 2.1.16. See D L Carey Miller, Corporeal Moveables in Scots
Law (1991), 67.
36
Justinian, id.
37 Ibid,120.
38 See, e.g., Ernest Metzger, ‘Acquisition of Living Things by Specification’, Edinburgh Law Review 8 (2004), 112- 115 (discussing a
Scottish case where the plaintiff tried to utilize specificatio to claim ownership on full grown salmons that were once smolts and that had
multiplied their size while in possession of the defendant).
39 Song Mao, Defence, para 17.3.1.
40 Ibid, para 19.3.
41 Song Mao, PoC, para 1; Song Mao, Defence, para 18.2, 20.2.
42 Jeff Schwartz, 'The Conflict Minerals Experiment', supra n 4.
43 Tate&Lyle,
Global
Procurement,
available
from
http://www.tateandlyle.com/responsibility/oursuppliers/globalprocurement/pages/procurement.aspx [last accessed March 27, 2015].
44 Tate&Lyle, Code of Ethics: Essential Ingredients, Point 7: Food Safety and Quality, available from
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allocating responsibilities and defining the effective economic and legal control that a leading company can exercise throughout
the supply chain.
Regarding a law and global value chains analysis, this point is crucial. When it comes to marketing their products and
obtaining consumers’ trust, companies claim to have enough information and power to guarantee the quality of the food that
they sell. On the contrary, when it comes to being held accountable for violations committed throughout the chain, they hide
behind distance, complexity, and the multiplication of tiers. The reason for this is not only economic. Illuminating an entire
supply chain is a process that would certainly have to continue all the way to the source and necessarily adds expense.
However, it is also a process that can expose legal chokeholds, make legal fragilities visible, and expose capital to a higher level
of scrutiny and resistance. Similar to the case of Kiobel analyzed in Chapter II, companies try to use the multiterritorial
structure of production, which is essential to the minimization of costs and the maximization of profits, to maintain a sufficient
level of obscurity and legal impunity.
Given the importance that the information pertaining to the origin of processed sugar has for the whole community of
consumers (imagine if the 1,364 hectares of land were contaminated by nuclear scores) and the lower cost the company should
face in order to obtain it, Courts should require the lead firm to provide the proof of origin of the contested good. An opposite
allocation of the burden of proof would, on the contrary, lead to an easy manipulation of the global value chain and a reduced
level of accountability. To conclude on this point, the final distribution of power, value and responsibility in the Song Mao case
may not only depend on the interpretation of Cambodian law or of Roman legal structure, but also on the definition of
apparently technical mechanisms of civil procedure.
45
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VII.ix. Conversion: intentional act that is inconsistent or contrary to the person’s right

The second element of the tort of conversion is represented by the intentional commission of an unequivocal act of
ownership that is contrary to the property right or the possession that someone else has on a specific chattel. More specifically,
conversion is the exercise of a right that is not substantiated and can be integrated by the unauthorized taking, detaining, misuse
or disposal of movable goods, and also by receiving chattels that have been previously converted. In all these cases, the
plaintiff’s right over the good is denied or interfered by an action or by an assertion of dominion or control. In Song Mao, the
tort case was filed against T&L as the legal person that received and disposed of sugar that was allegedly stolen from the villagers
in a way that is inconsistent with the villagers’ own right. The material conduct of the defendants is therefore identified as
accepting delivery and taken possession from an illegal possessor of almost forty thousand tons of sugar that were produced on
the 1,364 hectares of land violently enclosed and subtracted from the villagers. According to the villagers, the defendant
committed conversion because they knowingly, or negligently, received chattels that had been unlawfully obtained and
converted (i.e. stolen sugar cane then transformed into raw sugar).
As in all torts, the second element to be taken into consideration is represented by the psychological element of the
conduct. Differently from the United States, in the United Kingdom the tort of conversion is considered a tort of strict liability,
i.e. the psychological element of the converter is irrelevant. According to the most recent precedents in the British Courts, the
only element required is the intention to commit an act independently from the “specific intention to oust the true owner if the
defendant intends to do an act which does in fact oust the true owner.” However, the fact that the rights over the sugar cane
were taken away by KSI and then transferred to the defendants by contract and physical delivery introduces an element of
complexity. In some legal orders, like the Italian one, the property title of the bona fide purchaser would be protected by the
legal order (despite the seller having no title to transfer) and the real owner would only have an action against the seller.
Contrary to most continental legal systems, the English system has maintained a strong adhesion to Roman principle of nemo
dat quod non habet. Therefore, as a general rule, the owner who loses his property as a result of a wrongful act of an
intermediary can demand the restitution of his property from any third party regardless of the latter's good faith. Cases on theft
of cultural property show this – how you can use the choice of law rule to launder stolen property
However, even the British system contains some exceptions in the case of purchase in bona fide, i.e. when the
purchaser receives the chattel in good faith, honestly and does neither have knowledge of his seller's lack of power nor of facts
liable to create serious doubts as to the seller's authority either as a non-dominus or as a falsus procurator. For this reason, the
Particulars of Claim make specific reference to public actions, media campaigns and the production of dossiers as elements
from which the Court should infer that Tate & Lyle was aware of the abuses committed in Cambodia when it concluded the
contract with KSI in 2009 and received the tons of sugar in 2010. Without trying to determine whether or not the purchasers
were in bona fide or not, there are three main elements that emerge from the comparison of the two parties’ arguments: a) the
direct role that civil society organizations can play in the construction and enforcement of transnational torts; b) the attempt of
the plaintiffs to utilize the economic relevance of the defendants in the sugar market and its implications in terms of bona fide
ignorance of the land and villagers’ conditions in Cambodia; c) the implications in terms of information and knowledge that the
Court will attribute to the existence of a consultant operating in Cambodia but communicating with the leading company in the
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http://www.tateandlyle.com/Responsibility/Documents/Code_of_Ethics_English.pdf [last accessed March 27, 2015].
45 See Schwartz, 'The Conflict Minerals Experiment', supra n 4.
46 A traditional law and economics analysis of the burden of proof determines that it should be assigned on the basis of cost minimization.
There is no doubt that the defendant is in a better position than the villagers to prove the origin of the sugar. See e.g. Bruce L. Hay &
Kathryn E. Spier, ‘Burdens of Proof in Civil Litigation: An Economic Perspective’, 26 J. Legal Stud. (1997), 413; Eric L. Talley, ‘Law,
Economics, and the Burden(s) of Proof’, Research Handbook on the Economic Analysis of Tort Law (2013);
47 Song Mao, PoC.
48 Christian von Bar, Non-contractual Liability Arising Out of Damage Caused to Another (PEL Liab Dam., Chapter I, Introduction, A, I:
2009).
49 See art. 1153 and 1479 of the Italian civil code.
50 Johan G. Sauveplanne, 'The Protection of the Bona Fide Purchaser of Corporeal Movables in Comparative Law', 29 Rabels Z. Für
Ausländisches Int. Priv. Rabel J. Comp. Int. Priv. Law (1965) 651–693.
51 Lord Sheffield v. London Joint Stock Bank (1888), 13 App. Cas. 333 (H.L.).
52 Song Mao, PoC.
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UK.

VII.x. The claim: the role of civil society in constructing transnational tort

Three of the elements that the plaintiffs offer to the court to assess that T&L and TLS knew or ought to know of the
underlying land condition in Cambodia are precedent legal steps made by the Community Legal Education Centre, a
Cambodian non-governmental organization that is concerned with achieving ‘legal empowerment’ in Cambodia. In particular,
the plaintiffs make reference to the two complaints that CLEC submitted to the Koh Kong Companies in 2008 and 2009 about
the “illegality of its operations, providing evidence of the Villagers’ ownership of the land,” the production of a file in 2010
containing a summary of all the abuses allegedly committed against the villagers, and the fact that this dossier was “sent to Tate
& Lyle by CLEC on or around 12 July 2010.”
Responding to the allegations, the defendants deny having any knowledge of the dialogue between CLEC and the
Koh Kong Companies and challenge the content of the report. Furthermore, they also admit that from about July 2010 T&L
was “aware that CLEC was making the allegations which were set out in CLEC’s report.” Although the defendants deny that
T&L knew or ought to have known that the villagers were the owners of (or entitled to the possession of) the raw sugar, they
recognize that the leading firm had been directly informed about the existence of controversies, struggles and tensions around
the ownership of the land. It will be interesting to read the decision of the Court on this point and understand what importance
it will attribute to information that is made publicly available, like the report and the global anti-blood sugar campaign, to the
NGOs’ communications that directly address T&L. The high threshold of bona fide that characterizes the UK system of tort
law and the requirement of honesty and due diligence of the purchaser seem to suggest that the Court could conclude that these
excuses should not apply to T&L. If this were the case, the judges would contribute to the recognition of civil society as a crucial
actor in the current system of global supply chains and corporate accountability.
53
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VII.xi. Know your chain: defendants ought to know

The second point raised by the plaintiffs is that the position of T&L as a leading player in the sugar market was such
that it ought to have known that the villagers were the owners of and legally entitled to possession of the raw sugar that they
purchased from KSI. If accepted, the argument of the villagers may have significant implications in terms of distribution of
rights and responsibilities throughout global value chains. What the plaintiffs are suggesting is, in fact, that economic relevance
and the fact of being one of the leading firms in the entire productive sector (and not only in the specific value chain that is
under analysis) impose a higher standard of diligence on the defendants and, in particular, reduce their possibility to use
ignorance as an excuse for their conducts. In particular, economic relevance and the global nature of a corporation would cease
to be instruments to evade responsibilities (like in the case of Daimler AG discusses in Chapter II) but rather sources of extra
legal requirements and control of the production system. On the contrary, a rejection of the argument advanced by the plaintiffs
would require civil society organizations to intensify the communications and information that are directly sent to leading firms
and possibly to all the other companies that are part of the global supply chain.
55

VII.xii. The buyer-consultant relationship and the transfer of liability

A third element that requires some attention is represented by the relevance that the Court will give to the existence
of a consultant firm, PALP Consultant (“PALP”), that according to the plaintiffs worked with the Koh Kong Companies and
was chosen together by Koh Kong Companies and Tate&Lyle “to develop the sugar cane estates” on the contested land.
Although the defendants do not recognize a direct contractual relationship with PALP, it will be interesting to see whether the
judges will decide to scrutinize the role played by private actors that operate throughout the chain, linking core hubs (like T&L)
and its peripheral branches.
More precisely, the argument could be read in at least three different ways: a) the fact that the leading company has
contracted a consultant to supervise the agricultural operations in Cambodia determines a direct responsibility of the company
for the operations (or omissions) of its agent, b) the consultant is not an agent, but its presence on the ground implies that T&L
was certainly informed of the ongoing struggles for the land, of the possible illegality of the concessions, and of the abuses that
lied behind the production of the raw sugar that it was purchasing and c) consultants are independent parties that have no
impact on the legal requirements to assess direct or indirect tort responsibility of the party that co-hires (or sometime hires) a
consultant. Needless to say, the choice of the High Court to pursue one direction rather than another would produce significant
modifications on the legal options available to the villagers and on the balance of power between leading firms, suppliers and
the people affected throughout the chain. the last element is represented by the existence of a damage produced by the
defendant’s intentional conduct.
56

VII.xiii Recovering the full value: asking for land and sugar

As anticipated, the English common law system does not require the intention of producing harm by means of
conversion nor the knowledge of the fact that harm is going to be generated. It considers the tort existing when there is the
intention of adopting the conduct that has been discussed above. Such structure has direct implications in terms of damages
recovery. Generally speaking, in case of unlawful but not willful conversion, the system of common law allows plaintiffs to
recover “the value of [the chattel] at the time and place of conversion, with interest, with no deductions for labor performed
upon the timber anterior to the consummation of the conversion by actual removal.” “Where the taker acted in good faith, it
57

53 Song Mao, PoC, para 14.5.
54 Ibid., para 17.
55 Targeting multiple tiers could increase the number of positive actions for negligence, conversion, or other torts that depend on the
knowledge of an underlying violation.
56 Song Mao, PoC, para. 22.
57 'Trover and Conversion: Measure of Damages for Conversion of Timber', 19 Michigan Law Review (1920) 228–229. See also West
Yellow Pine Co. v. Stephens (Fla., I920), 86 So. 241.
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was held more reasonable that the "estimate should' be the fair value of the property in situ, before severance.” Different
mental attitudes of the defendants would thus produce different redistributive obligations: in all cases, the court should
guarantee damages for a converted good (especially in the case of specification).
In Song Mao, the villagers claim that the deprivation of sugar and its subsequent conversion by the defendants have
produced loss and damages. From their perspective these damages account to the value of the sugar cane that has been
produced on the 1,364 hectares of land over which they claim to own a property title or possession. More precisely, the
plaintiffs affirm that each hectare of “Land would produce around 40 metric tonnes of Sugar Cane per annum. At US$41.88
per metric tonne the value of the Sugar Cane which is capable of being produced on the Land each year is approximately
US$2,285,397.”
In the framework of conversion, the way in which the villagers identify and calculate the damages does not represent a
novelty. However, from the point of view of law and global value chains that is adopted here, their action may open significant
opportunities for redefining the allocation of value throughout the chain. Moreover, it deeply differs from the traditional human
rights’ approach to ex post compensation for land grabbing and to the recent position adopted by the European Commission in
its attempt to mitigate the negative implications of the Everything But Arms initiative. The reason why the damages request
deriving from the spoliation of the land is, in my opinion, particularly interesting is because it does not crystallize the violation at
the moment of the eviction. Instead it looks at accumulation as a dynamic process that starts with the primitive enclosure of the
land and continues throughout all the years in which the exploitation of the land is illegally conducted.
With the action against T&L, which is just one of the actions that the same villages have filed in order to defend their
property rights and their future, the plaintiffs do not ask to be reintegrated in the possession of the land but to be attributed all
the value generated by their land. In this way, the farmers are going to the core of land grabbing and global capitalism, which is
not represented by one moment of exploitation but rather by the consolidation of a continuous system of capital extraction of
value to the detriment of labor, environment, nature, villages, etc. On the contrary, the compensation for the loss of land and
the reduction of income, which is the solution pursued by the European Commission after the December 2014 decision, take
the reproduction of capital over dispossessed goods as a given and only try to offer a remedy for the static fraction of the value
that has been extracted by KSI, KPT and (indirectly) T&L.
In my opinion, the legal twist that allows the European Commission to detach the primate moment of accumulation
with its subsequent phases is the adoption of a human rights’ perspective that describes the abuses as multiple episodes of
violence in the history of the villages without making the link between their commission and the subsequent production and
accumulation of value by cultivating the land that has been allegedly appropriated in an illegal way. When a human rights’
approach is integrated with the tort architecture, enclosure can be translated into a continuous loss; so, the compensation for the
loss of the land (damnum emergens) has to be extended to the loss of the value generated by the land (lucrum cessans). If the
immediate and future losses are taken into consideration when investment arbitrators compensate investors whose land is
expropriated in the interest of the public good, why should people evicted in the interest of the private good receive the same
treatment?
To conclude, in case the Court recognized the commission of conversion by the defendants it should also condemn it
to the payment of damages for the losses that the villagers suffered after being evicted from their land. If that was the case, the
Court should also recognize that the defendants have committed multiple acts of conversion throughout the years and therefore
condemn to the payment of damages for each ton of ‘blood’ raw sugar appropriated and refined in London. The theoretical
and redistributive implications of the recognition of the villagers’ right to all the value illegally extracted throughout the years
would be extremely significant. The remedy to the spoliation of land finalized to the extraction of natural resources (oil, gas,
timber, water or sugar) would cease to be a una tantum payment of the value illegally appropriated; it would be found in the
reallocation of the entire profit of such a violation.
In the long term, a decision of the Court to recognize post-eviction damages for the exclusion from the rights over the
raw sugar produced may redefine the bargaining power between capital and communities. In particular, the ex post provision of
a full compensation would affect the pre-investment phase. Despite the evident limits and concerns, such attitude of the courts
would mean that investors might perceive a stronger threat, deriving from not complying with laws and participatory
requirements. In addition, informed and assisted villagers may find themselves in a reinforced position vis-à-vis the other parties
involved (public and private) and could obtain better agreements: more specifically, the possibility to recover the full use value
generated by the land would represent an incentive for the investors to accept profit-share agreements and leave significant parts
of the value with the communities.
Although it is certainly not intended as subversive, the High Court’s recognition of the villagers’ right and claim to the
payment of full damages for conversion may signify a new phase of political, legal and economic struggles regarding land. For all
the reasons above, critical lawyers and activists should pay particular care to the unfolding of the Song Mao case and to the
possibility of replicating its patterns.
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VIII. The Criminalization Of Land Enclosure And The Redefinition Of Patterns Of Production

VIII.i. The Communication to the International Criminal Court

October 7, 2014 may be remembered as a turning point in the struggle against forced evictions, enclosure of land,
and the use of State authority to operate as a broker between the interest of transnational capital and a country’s resources. On
that day, Richard Rogers from Global Diligence filed a criminal complaint at the International Criminal Court’s Office of the
Prosecutor for mass human rights violations perpetrated against the Cambodian civilian population by senior members of the
Royal Government of Cambodia (“RGC”), senior members of State security forces, and government-connected business
leaders (the “Cambodian Ruling Elite”), from July 2002 to present.
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The objective of the communication, which has not received an official response, yet, was to ask the Office of the
Office of the Prosecutor to consider the Communication according to its obligations under Article 15 of the ICC Statute, with
the aim to initiate an investigation pursuant to Article 53 of the ICC Statute. However, its scope of the Communication is not
limited to one event and one precise actor. On the contrary, it uses several examples (including these of the KPT and KSI
concessions in the Koh Kong province) to denounce the existence of a systemic structure of violence linked to enclosures of
common land and their transformation into industrially viable plantations. Reproduced from 2002 until present, this scheme
would reveal the crucial role of the state in the generation of non-internalized externalities and ‘dark value’ that are at the basis
of several value chains that originate in Cambodia (mainly sugar and rubber).
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For discussion purposes among workshop participants only

THE LAGO AGRIO LITIGATION: E CUADOR V C H EVRON
Introduction
The Lago Agrio oil field is an oil-rich area in the Ecuadorian province of Sucumbíos near the city
of Nueva Loja, discovered in the 1960s. The Lago Agrio field is known internationally for the
serious ecological problems that oil development has created there, including water pollution, soil
contamination, deforestation and community upheaval. Since 1993, lawyers representing local
residents have sought to force former well operator Texaco and its now parent company Chevron
Corporation to clean up the area and to provide for the care of those allegedly affected. Over a
period of 20 years, the Lago Agrio field produced 1.7 billion barrels (270×106 m3) of oil with a
profit of $25 billion.

Chevron and Ecuador have different opinions regarding the outcome and consequences of the
Lago Agrio Project:
According to Chevron, 95 percent of the profit from the consortium went to the government.
According to Ecuador and Amazon Watch, at the height of Texaco’s operations, the company was
dumping an estimated 4 million gallons of oil per day, a practice outlawed in major US oil
producing states like Louisiana, Texas, and California decades before the company began
operations in Ecuador in 1967. By handling its toxic waste in Ecuador in ways that were illegal in
its home country, Texaco saved an estimated $3 per barrel of oil produced.
The agreement to remediate the environmental damage
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In 1995, the government of Ecuador and Texaco/Chevron reached an agreement to implement a
plan of action to remediate the environmental damage. Today, however, the two parties hold
different views regarding this agreement.
For Chevron, as part of a 1995 Remediation Action Plan, Texaco Petroleum Company (Texpet, a
subsidiary of Texaco) remediated 161 of 430 identified oilfield pits (and 7 spill areas), a proportion
that was equal to their share in the consortium. Texpet was a minority partner in a governmentowned oil consortium in Ecuador from 1964 - 1992. Petroecuador, the state oil company of
Ecuador, was the majority partner and has exclusively operated the oil fields since 1992. Texaco
Petroleum’s involvement in the project was governed by a concession agreement, where all
activities were conducted with the oversight and approval of the government of Ecuador.
At the end of the concession agreement, two audits were conducted to address the impact of the
consortium operations on the soil, water and air, and assess compliance with environmental laws,
regulations and generally accepted operating practices. Each independently concluded that Texaco
Petroleum acted responsibly and that there is no lasting or significant environmental impact from
the former consortium operations. Additionally, Texaco Petroleum conducted a remediation
program reflective of its 1/3 share of the oil-producing consortium with Petroecuador in which
producing wells and pits formerly utilized by Texaco Petroleum were closed, produced water
systems were modified, cleared lands were replanted, and contaminated soil remediated. All
remediation activities were inspected and certified by the Ecuadorian government.
The $40 million remediation program began in 1995 and was completed in late summer 1998.
During the process, all remediation activities were inspected and certified by the Ecuadorian
government on a site by site basis. On September 1998, Ecuador’s Minister of Energy and Mines,
The President of Petroecuador and the General Manager of Petroproducción signed the “Final
Release of Claims and Delivery of Equipment.” This 1998 agreement finalized the Government of
Ecuador’s approval and certification of Texaco Petroleum’s environmental remediation work and
stated that Texaco Petroleum fully complied with all obligations established in the remediation
agreement signed in 1995. In addition, the Municipalities in the area of the drilling operations
signed a negotiated settlement with Texaco Petroleum that released the Company from any future
claims and obligations.
For the local population, Texaco quit the oil production consortium in Ecuador in 1990, and
negotiated an agreement with the Ecuadorian government in which it would pay for and conduct a
cleanup of the environmental damage it had produced. Unfortunately, from the start, the terms of
this agreement limited the scope of the remediation. Texaco only agreed to take responsibility for
37.5% of contaminated sites, in accordance with its share in the oil production consortium, despite
that Texaco had been the sole operator for 26 years and had designed the system responsible for
100% of the contamination in the region. Texaco also negotiated a grossly inflated standard for
acceptable levels of contamination. Ecuador law currently prohibits total petroleum hydrocarbons
(TPHs) in the soil at amounts greater than 1,000 ppm (considered a lax standard for polluters as the
median U.S. standard is 100 ppm). Texaco, however, agreed to apply a 5,000 ppm standard in its
“remediation” contract. Finally, Texaco's remediation addressed only specific well sites, with no
consideration of the damage the company had done to the broader ecosystem by polluting surface
streams and groundwater.
Even with the deck thus stacked in its favour, Texaco still failed to honestly live up to the standards
it had basically set for itself. In some cases Texaco used scientific trickery to obtain soil samples
that complied with the agreed-upon contamination standard, as a more recent study of the exact
same sites has found contamination far exceeding that standard. Evidence has also shown in
ensuing years that many waste pits were simply covered with dirt, rather than truly remediated. The
toxic waste is still there, several feet underground. Local people have since built houses on some of
these sites, having been assured by Texaco that there was no remaining danger.
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In 1998, Texaco certified to the Ecuadorian government that it had completed its remediation, at a
cost of a meagre $40 million (compared to the billions of dollars that the judge, based on expert
testimony, has now estimated an actual comprehensive cleanup will cost). The government thus
signed off on a release waiving its right to seek any further compensation from Texaco for
environmental damage.
The litigation: the Lago Agrio Case
Because of the vast environmental and health damage produced by the Lago Agrio Project, the
inhabitants of the area initiated a legal complaint to seek damages from Texaco/Chevron. This
dispute has reached a high level of complexity, involving several legal questions and various
domestic and international jurisdictions. In essence, Chevron, which purchased Texaco in 2001, has
relied on the settlement agreement to argue that the lawsuit is invalid, although the release may only
apply to claims originating from the Ecuadorian government.
•

The case was first filed in 1993 under the Alien Tort Claims Act on behalf of the Ecuadorian
victims or “Afectados” in the federal court for the Southern District of New York, for damages
done from 1964 through 1992, ongoing to this day, during drilling for oil in the region where the
plaintiffs live and work. This was a class-action lawsuit accusing Texaco of discharging produced
water into open pits, contaminating the water that was used by the locals for fishing, bathing, and
drinking. This case is known as Aguinda v Texaco.

•

For nine years Chevron contested being tried in the United States on the grounds that Ecuador was
a more convenient forum and that its courts were fair. In 2002, Chevron succeeded in dismissing
the original suit. Among other reasons, Judge Rakoff (142 F.Supp.2d 534, S.D.N.Y. 2001)
considered that:
“The failure of the military coup of January 21, 2000 reaffirmed Ecuador’s insistence
on
democratic, civilian control of its institutions. While no one claims the Ecuadorian judiciary is
wholly immune to corruption, inefficiency, or outside pressure, the present Government of
Ecuador, headed by a former law school dean, has taken vigorous steps to further the
independence and impartiality of the judiciary” (Page 544).
“The Ecuadorian local interest in the controversy is, on plaintiffs’ own showing, very substantial,
whereas the public interest of the United States is much more modest. According to plaintiffs, the
acts complained of resulted in environmental pollution of Ecuador's rainforest regions and other
property, and thereby injured tens of thousands of Ecuadorian and Peruvian citizens in their
property and/or persons” (Page 551).
“On any fair view of the evidence so far adduced in this case, the alleged preference given by the
Consortium to oil exploitation over environmental protection was a conscious choice made by the
Government of Ecuador in order to stimulate its economy. The public interest of the United States
in second-guessing those decisions is modest indeed. While plaintiffs allege that the piping and
waste disposal practices used to implement this choice were ‘negligent’ (in the sense of causing
more environmental harm than other, more expensive alternatives available to the Consortium
would have caused), they have not adduced anything but conclusory statements to suggest that the
Government of Ecuador was unaware of the trade-off; and, in any case, whether or not the
Government of Ecuador was or was not aware of these alleged consequences can only be
determined, in any meaningful way, if the litigation is brought in Ecuador, where (as noted) the
Government of Ecuador can be joined as a party” (Page 551).
The decision was confirmed by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. However, this
tribunal required Texaco to make a commitment to submit to the jurisdiction of the Ecuadorian
courts as a condition to the dismissal of this suit. Texaco made this commitment, reserving its right
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to contest the validity of an Ecuadorian judgment in the circumstances permitted by New York’s
Recognition of Foreign Country Money-Judgments Act.
•

The trial of a claim filed in Ecuador began in May 2003 in a provincial court in the province of
Sucumbíos, in Northern Ecuador. On February 2011, the court in Ecuador found overwhelming
evidence that the company deliberately dumped billions of gallons of toxic waste into the Amazon
rainforest, rivers and soil from 1964 to 1992, uprooting indigenous groups and other residents and
causing a public health crisis, including a cancer outbreak that has killed or threatens to kill
thousands of people. Judge Nicolás Zambrano found Chevron liable and imposed a damages award
that was affirmed by a separate Ecuadorian appellate court. The amount of damages that Chevron
must pay is $19 billion.
Following the appellate decision upholding the trial award, Chevron filed an appeal with the highest
court in Ecuador. This court reviewed the case and upheld the initial verdict against Chevron for
the pollution, but halved the damages to $9.5 billion. It reduced the amount of damages because,
under Ecuadorian law, there is no legal basis to award damages for Chevron’s failure to offer a
public apology − as it was ordered by the judge of the first instance tribunal.
James Craig, a spokesman for Chevron, stated that “the only decision that the Court of Justice
could have taken […] was to declare the trial null and void and leave this illegitimate sentence
without effect.” In his view, the ruling is “as illegitimate and unenforceable today as it was when it
was issued nearly three years ago.”
The efforts to enforce the Lago Agrio decision
Since Chevron has no significant assets in Ecuador and refuses to pay the Ecuadorian judgment,
the “Afectados” have initiated foreign enforcement actions in Canada (May 2012), Brazil (June
2012) and Argentina (November 2012). They have also tried to obtain a provisional measure from
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (February 2012), and have recently filed a case
before the International Criminal Court (October 2014).
Argentina
In November 2012, the Commercial Court of Justice in Argentina, acting under the Inter-American
Convention on the Execution of Preventive Measures and the Ecuadorian Order froze all of
Chevron’s relevant assets Argentina. On January 2013, a 3-judge appellate court unanimously
upheld the embargo. On September 2013, however, Argentina’s Supreme Court ruled in favour of
Chevron and against the Ecuadorian government. In a five page ruling, the Argentine Supreme
Court unanimously agreed to lift the embargo, noting Chevron Argentina and the other involved
entities were separate from Chevron Corporation, and therefore not parties to previous litigation.
Brazil
Brazil, unlike many other countries, hears cases to recognize foreign judgments at the highest nonconstitutional court level: the Superior Tribunal de Justiça, or STJ, located in Brasilia. This fact will
likely reduce the time to reach a recognition decision by eliminating appeals from lower court
levels. A judge was named to hear the case and a recognition ruling was estimated sometime in
2014. In May 2015, the Brazilian federal prosecutor recommended to the court that recognition be
denied based on a number of concerns including that the judgment was obtained in an irregular
manner under a situation of corruption. In September 2017, the plaintiffs announced that they
were abandoning efforts to have the judgment enforced in Brazil.
Canada
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In May 2013, Judge David Brown of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice issued a stay in the
action filed by the Ecuadorians nearly a year before to recognize and enforce their judgment against
Chevron and Chevron Canada's assets in Canada. While Judge Brown found that his Canadian
court does have jurisdiction against both Chevron defendants, the key issue on the motion in front
of him, he stayed the action, without prejudice to future appeals, citing the slim likelihood that the
Ecuadorians can legally attach properties owned by Chevron subsidiaries. In his view, “the
plaintiffs have no hope of success in their assertion that the corporate veil of Chevron Canada
should be pierced and ignored so that its assets become exigible to satisfy the Judgment against its
ultimate parent (Paragraphs 109-110).” Judge Brown, however, did not question the legitimacy of
the Ecuador decision or its right to enforcement in jurisdictions where Chevron does have assets.
On December 2013, however, the Ontario Court of Appeal overturned this decision, allowing the
recognition and enforcement action to proceed (2013 ONCA 758 (CanLII). The tribunal decided
that:
“[74] Even before the Ecuadorian judgment was released, Chevron, speaking through a
spokesman, stated that Chevron intended to contest the judgment if Chevron lost. He said:
’We’re going to fight this until hell freezes over. And then we’ll fight it out on the ice.’
[75] Chevron’s wish is granted. After all these years, the Ecuadorian plaintiffs deserve to have the
recognition and enforcement of the Ecuadorian judgment heard on the merits in an appropriate
jurisdiction. At this juncture, Ontario is that jurisdiction.”
Chevron appealed this decision to the Supreme Court of Canada. In September 2015, the Supreme
Court of Canada unanimously denied the appeal concluding that the Ontario courts did have
jurisdiction to decide whether to recognize and enforce the Ecuadorean judgment (Chevron Corp v
Yaiguaje 2015 SCC 42). The Supreme Court emphasized that in finding that the Ontario court has
jurisdiction to consider recognition and enforcement, Chevron and Chevron Canada can use
available procedural arguments to try to dispose of the plaintiffs’ allegations. Further the Supreme
Court noted that its decision should not be understood to prejudice future arguments with respect
to the distinct corporate personalities of Chevron and its Canadian subsidiary or whether the
subsidiary’s assets will be available to satisfy Chevron’s debt. The Ecuadorean plaintiffs are now
continuing with the recognition and enforcement hearing on the merits in Ontario courts. In
January 2017, an Ontario court ruled that the plaintiffs could not proceed against Chevron’s
Canadian subsidiary but permitted the enforcement to proceed against Chevron itself. The ruling
that rejected enforcement against the Canadian subsidiary is currently under appeal at the Ontario
Court of Appeal.
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
On 9 February 2012, the Ecuadorian plaintiffs filed a petition for precautionary measures with the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights explaining the various ways in which relief
requested by Chevron and orders of the investor-state tribunal (see below) would violate the
human rights of the Ecuadorian plaintiffs. The plaintiffs’ legal representatives argued that the
investor-state proceedings presented serious threats to the Ecuadorian plaintiffs’ “enjoyment of
core rights to life, physical integrity, health, as well as their rights to a fair trial, to judicial
protection…, and to equal protection under the law.” As relief, they requested the Inter-American
Commission to order measures to assure that, irrespective of any orders by the investor-state
tribunal, Ecuador would not interfere with the Ecuadorian plaintiffs’ judgment in violation of their
human rights.
The Lago Agrio Plaintiffs withdrew this petition on March 2 2012. Consequently, the prospects for
a ruling by the Commission addressing the relationship between human rights and investment
treaty arbitration seem to have quietly dissipated.
International Criminal Court
In October 2014, the Lago Agrio Plaintiffs submitted a complaint to the International Criminal
Court (ICC) requesting the ICC prosecutor to open an investigation against Chevron Chairman
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and CEO John Watson and other high-level company officers for “crimes against humanity”
related to the company's "inhumane" actions "to ensure that it will never have to pay a cent to
affected peoples." They argue that Chevron engaged in murder, forced deportation and other acts
that constitute crimes against humanity. In March 2015, the ICC Office of the Prosecutor wrote to
the complainants indicating that based on the available information the ICC did not have the basis
to proceed further with the complaint, noting concerns that some of the allegations do not fall
within the ICC’s temporal jurisdiction and others do not appear to fall within the subject-matter
jurisdiction of the complaint.
Chevron strikes back: The U.S. RICO case and the Investor-State litigation
Chevron maintains that the Lago Agrio judgment is illegitimate because of documented evidence of
fraud and unethical action by the plaintiffs’ lawyers as well as the Ecuadorian government and
judiciary. These fraudulent actions include the plaintiffs’ lawyers falsifying data in multiple instances
and in the name of supposedly independent environmental experts; paying experts to ghost-write
exaggerated environmental-impact assessments; and bribing a judge who allegedly allowed the
plaintiffs’ lawyers to write the actual judgment issued against Chevron.
The Litigation in the United States
1. Resisting enforcement
In the context of RICO case, see below, Chevron requested a “preliminary injunction restraining
enforcement of the Ecuadorian judgment (the Lago Agrio decision) outside Ecuador.” Judge
Kaplan accepted this request and issued an order preventing the plaintiffs from collecting on the
Ecuadorean judgement anywhere in the world. Judge Kaplan raised serious concerns about the
legitimacy of the judgment against Chevron, and accepted the argument that the decision rendered
in Ecuadorian courts appeared to be an act of extortion. He relied on the Alvarez Report,
concluding that “the Ecuadorian judicial system no longer acts impartially, with integrity and
firmness in applying the law and administering justice. It has been plagued by corruption and
political interference for decades, and the situation has worsened since President Correa’s election
(Pages 77-78).”
This injunction, however, was overturned by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in September
2011.
2. The illegitimacy of the Ecuadorian decision
Chevron has brought a civil lawsuit under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act
(RICO) against the trial lawyers and consultants leading a fraudulent litigation and public relations
campaign against the company.
The RICO complaint was filed in February 2011 and seeks to hold the plaintiffs’ representatives
accountable for fraud, extortion and other misconduct associated with the Lago Agrio litigation.
Chevron, among others, claimed that Ecuadorian courts invented a criminal case against two
former Texaco lawyers. The allegations were that the defendants falsified documents concerning
the 1995 agreement between Texaco and Ecuador, in which the government agreed to release the
company from environmental claims in return for the remediation of some sites. In June 2011,
however, a court in Ecuador dismissed these criminal proceedings.
On the other hand, a former Ecuadorian judge acknowledged his direct involvement in
orchestrating a fraudulent judgment against Chevron. In a sworn declaration filed on January 28,
2013, Alberto Guerra, who presided over the case when it was first filed in 2003, reveals that he
was paid thousands of dollars by the plaintiffs’ lawyers and a subsequent judge, Nicolás Zambrano,
for illegally ghost-writing judicial orders issued by Zambrano and steering the case in the plaintiffs’
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favour. Guerra attests that the plaintiffs’ lawyers were permitted to draft the $18 billion judgment
itself after they promised to pay Zambrano a $500,000 bribe out of the judgment's enforcement
proceeds.
On March 4, 2014, the U.S. District Court ruled that the $9.5 billion Ecuadorian judgment was the
product of fraud and racketeering activity, finding it unenforceable. The nearly 500-page ruling
finds that Steven Donziger, the lead American lawyer behind the Ecuadorian lawsuit against the
company, violated the federal Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO),
committing extortion, money laundering, wire fraud, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act violations,
witness tampering and obstruction of justice in obtaining the Ecuadorian judgment and in trying to
cover up his and his associates’ crimes. The ruling prohibits Donziger and his associates from
seeking to enforce the Ecuadorian judgment in the United States and further prohibits them from
profiting from their illegal acts.
Donziger appealed this decision before the Circuit Court. In August 2016, the Second Circuit
unanimously affirmed the decision of Judge Kaplan. In June 2017, the Supreme Court of the
United States denied a petition for certiorari.
The investment arbitration (U.S. - Ecuador bilateral investment treaty)
1. Chevron's investment claim
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3. The investment arbitral injunction
As the Lago Agrio trial reached an end and its enforcement loomed, Chevron began to ask the
arbitration panel for “interim orders” to the effect that the government of Ecuador should prevent
enforcement of the judgment. The arbitral tribunal issued a series of orders and injunctions against
the government, the most recent of which ruled that Ecuador had violated the tribunal’s previous
interim awards and that it should have stopped the “Afectados” from pursuing enforcement
actions in other countries pending the outcome of the investment arbitration (February 7, 2013).
Ecuador’s challenge to the jurisdiction of the tribunal to make such interim awards was rejected by
the District Court of The Hague in January 2016.
4. The investment dispute so far
Given the complexity of the dispute, the tribunal decided to adopt a “twin-track” procedure,
leading simultaneously to: (i) a first short hearing addressing preliminary legal issues arising from
the settlement agreements; and (ii) a second longer hearing addressing all extant issues which may
be required finally to decide the dispute. Only certain awards regarding the first track have been
rendered. The more important is the First track award, 17 September 2013, available at
http://www.italaw.com/cases/257.
According to the investor-state tribunal, “the Parties’ disputed interpretation turns upon a few
crucial Spanish words in Article 5 of the 1995 Settlement Agreement to be construed under the
relevant rules of Ecuadorian law on contractual interpretation. Although the materials submitted by
the Parties are voluminous, the essential issues of legal interpretation, whilst perhaps difficult, are
relatively short and uncomplicated” (Paragraph 34).
The tribunal considered that under the language of the agreement “the description of ‘all’ the
subsequent categories of unnamed Releasees was generally intended to be as broad as was then
conceived to be possible, covering both all existing and future persons associated with TexPet who
might conceivably be the subject of any environmental claim by the Respondent and PetroEcuador
(Paragraph 82).” In addition, the tribunal noted that “if the issue had arisen at the time the 1995
Settlement Agreement was being signed, both sides would have reacted similarly, to the effect that
the wording “principales y subsidiarias” was an obvious shorthand term, requiring no additional
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wording, for “las compañías principales y subsidiarias”; and that neither side would have suggested
then that their chosen wording referred to a principal-agent relationship (Paragraph 84).”
Thus, the arbitrators decided that “Chevron, as a party to and ‘part of’ the 1995 Settlement
Agreement, can enforce its contractual rights under Article 5 of the 1995 Settlement Agreement as
an unnamed Releasee (as also under Article IV of the Final Release), in the same way and to the
same extent as TexPet as a signatory party and named Releasee. Moreover, the Tribunal decides
that Chevron and TexPet can exercise those rights both defensively and offensively, as claimant or
respondent in legal or arbitration proceedings seeking in both any appropriate relief under
Ecuadorian law. In the Tribunal’s view, nothing in the 1995 Settlement Agreement supports the
contention that the manner in which those rights may be exercised is limited, as submitted by the
Respondent” (Paragraph 91).
Regarding the legal implications of this decision, the tribunal first observed that “the release
granted to Chevron by the Respondent under Article 5 covers claims made by the Respondent
(with or without PetroEcuador). As worded, the release does not extend to any claims made by
third persons in respect of their own individual rights separate from the Respondent under
Ecuadorian or other laws. In the Tribunal’s view, this factor is not materially disputed by the
Parties. The Claimants recognise that the release does not affect such individual rights, both for
personal harm claimed by an individual and also the personal claims made by the identifiable
Aguinda Plaintiffs in New York [Aguinda et al. v Texaco]” (Paragraph 95).
“Second, the Tribunal decides that the release in Article 5 by the Respondent does not amount,
from its own wording and under Ecuadorian law, to a settlement with a general “erga omnes”
effect as res judicata upon any claims made by third persons in respect of their own individual rights
separate from the Respondent under Ecuadorian or other laws. Under Ecuadorian law, in order to
settle a claim, a person must have the ability to dispose of that claim; and the Respondent had no
right to dispose of such an individual claim by a third person: Articles 2349 and 2354 of the Civil
Code. This issue is different from and not to be confused with the next issue regarding the capacity
of the Respondent in regard to “diffuse” or “collective” rights at the time of the 1995 Settlement
Agreement” (Paragraph 96).
[The reading of paragraphs 97 to 106 is recommended to gain a deeper understanding of the legal
issues at stake in the decision].
“In the Tribunal’s view, under Ecuadorian law as at the time when the 1995 Settlement Agreement
was executed (i.e. before the 1999 Act), only the Respondent could bring a diffuse claim under
Article 19-2 to safeguard the right of citizens to live in an environment free from contamination. At
that time, no other person could bring such a claim. No instance of the Respondent bringing or
settling such a claim (other than this case) and no decisive provision of Ecuadorian law was
brought to the attention of the Tribunal. Nonetheless, it must follow from the circumstances
prevailing in 1995 that the Respondent, and only the Respondent, had the legal capacity to make
and settle a diffuse claim under Article 19-2. If the Respondent could not make and then settle a
diffuse claim under Article 19-2, no-one else could. The Tribunal is therefore persuaded by the
analysis submitted by the Claimants’ expert witnesses on this point, namely that in 1995 the
Respondent (acting by its Government) could settle a diffuse claim under Article 19-2 “forever”
against the Releasees; and that accordingly no such diffuse claim could be made in the future
against any Releasee” (Paragraph 106).
For these reasons, the tribunal decided that “under Ecuadorian law, Article 5 of the 1995
Settlement Agreement and Article IV of the Final Release preclude any claim by the Respondent
against any Releasee invoking the diffuse constitutional right under Article 19-2 of the
Constitution, but that these releases also preclude any third person making a claim against a
Releasee invoking the same diffuse constitutional right under Article 19-2, not being a separate and
different claim for personal harm (whether actual or threatened)” (Paragraph 107).
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In a further decision, Decision on Track 1B, dated 12 March 2015, available at
http://www.italaw.com/cases/257, a majority of the arbitration tribunal decided that (1) The Lago
Agrio Complaint of 7 May 2003, as an initial pleading, included individual claims resting upon
individual rights under Ecuadorian law, not falling within the scope of the 1995 Settlement
Agreement (as invoked by the Claimants); (2) The Lago Agrio Complaint was not wholly barred at
its inception by res judicata, under Ecuadorian law, by virtue of the 1995 Settlement Agreement (as
invoked by the Claimants); and (3) The Lago Agrio Complaint included individual claims materially
similar, in substance, to the individual claims made by the Aguinda Plaintiffs in New York.
The investment arbitration tribunal continues to hear the arguments and evidence concerning the
more involved Track 2 of the dispute, including detailed material concerning the allegations of
fraud in the Ecuadorean courts.
Sources
This brief of the dispute between Ecuador and Chevron regarding the Lago Agrio oil field was
prepared for educational purposes based on several resources available at the internet. The ongoing
investment arbitral dispute between Ecuador and Chevron is registered at the Permanent Court of
Arbitration in The Hague, Case No. 2009-23.
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